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ABSTRACT

Ltthii-ia s t rongly segrega tes to the surface of
Cu-Li a l l o y s , thus s u b s t a n t i a l l y lowering the Cu
spu t te r ing yield re la t ive to pure Cu. b^e
of Cu-Li l imiters or d iver tors in Tol Jiaaks can
the re lore be expected to be benef ic ia l in
l imi t ing high-Z plasma impurity in f lux .

A large scale (100-200g) method for the prepara-
t ion of Cu-Li alloys is descr ibed. Analysis
reveals chat on so l id i f i ca t ion from the melr

s t r a t i f i c a t i o n occurs which leads to compel '_-
t tonal inhoraogeneity. The r e s u l t s are discussed
in the l ight of the Cu-ti binary phase diagram
<md ra t ional ized on the basis of large density
d11 £ ere aces between Cu and Cu-Li sol id solu-
l i o n s . It is coneluded that obtaining homagen-
-lous Cu-1; sV.id sulut ions is a none r i via L task.

IT n.M BKKN ??. ^ J S E J ;hat erosion of fusion
mater ia ls 'y- sp-itt-erir.g and the generation of
PIasisa in;".:r11le-i can De s ign i f i can t ly reduced
by us ; "^ T.i u r ". -i 1̂  s-j lee ted to maximize the
•^(.'i;nr,i.i:y-i_•>•; r r a i t i o n - i l ] In the presence of
.1 plasz^a she at h potent ial at the tokamak limi cer
• >r di ve r". ;r surfaces, the escape probabi l i ty
into che plasma should te small for secondary
i Dns otter:?; ing to overcome the retarding poten-
i ia!. . Fur the more , se-' o.tdai y ions emanating
from tne f i r s ; wal1, the 1imiter, or the diver-
tor are in a l l like 1ihood redeposited without
ent-^ring :he plassa .is a resu l t of deflection
by the toroidaL magnetic f i e ld . Calculations
in.corporat ing the effects of a sheath potent ial
at a tokamak limiter or diver tor [2 ,3 ] , of the
:angea : la l toroidal magnetic f ie ld at the wall
[ ̂ , - ] , and of the t itne dependent erosion and
reiepos i t ion processes at the l imi ter and
i i •-•- r t jr surfaces [ •'•) nave ?~ea'-r: ted low eru lion
rates and, therefore, strongly reduce.! plasma
'.rr4ir i : >" ef rects .iu-_- to sput te red ion spiicies .

One approach suggested for maximizing the
secondary-ion fraction i s to maintain an a l k a l i -
metal overlayer on selected m a t e r i a l s . In this
way, secondary-ion fract ions exceeding 90X night
be achieved.[1] In order to avoid the thermal,
mechanical, and replenishment problems assoc i -
ated with coatings or claddings, al loy systems
have been proposed that would produce sel f -
sus ta in ing secondary-ion emit t ing overlayers in
a fusion i r r ad ia t ion environment via surface
segrega t ion . [3 ,5]

I n i t i a l s tudies , focused on lithium-copper
al loys d i l u t e in lithium as candidate mater ia ls ,
have shown that se l f - sus ta in ing secondary-ion
emit t ing lithium overlayers form on predomi-
nantly copper substrates which in turn s i g n i f i -
cantly reduce the erosion ra te in the presence
of a negative p o t e n t i a l . [ 6 , 7 , 8 ] Preliminary
s tud ies on the PISCES f a c i l i t y a t UCLA, which
simulate the ed^e plasma conditions in a fusion
reac tor , are in accord with the e a r l i e r exper i -
mental and theoret ica l r e s u l t s . [ 9 ]

The detai led behavior of l i thium overlayer
formation and i t s maintenanca by surface segre-
gation under ion bombardment condit ions can be
expected to be strongly corre la ted with the
basic physico-chemical and meta l lu rg ica l proper-
t i e s of the Cu-Li binary system. Unfortunately,
there ex i s t s only a very sparse data base
regarding this system. Up to the present , there
have buen only three papers published re la t ing
to the Cu-Li phase diagram.[10,1 1, 12j In Ref. 1
only the liquidus curve in che Cu-Li system was
determined. Klemm and Volavsek [11] describe
the "Mischkristal le" or sol id so lu t ion of Li in
copper. They determined the so l id solution
range to extend to a composition l imit of about
2U at.% Li (or Cu^Li) by react ing li thium with
copper powder. Old and Travena [12], on the
other hand, reacted liquid Li with sol id cupper
and found only a "face-centered cubic intermedi-
ate phase" whose compos i t ion i s near Cu?Li.



This discrepancy will be discussed more fully in
the 1tght of our tesulcs where a preparative
method was used which involved heating above the
melting point of copper- It will become appar-
ent in the course of the discussiun char the
preparation and characterization of homogeneous
Cu-Li alloy samples is a nontrivial task. The
preparation of Cu-Li alloys for possible appli-
cations In a fusion reactor environment was done
on tl^e 100-200g scale and was based on sol idi f i -
cation from the liquid s ta te . The results and
current status of che work are described below.

EXPERIMENTAL - An appropriate amount of Cu
uFHC rod is machined as a straight-walled, f lat-
bottomed crucible whose inside diameter is 5/8".
A Cu OHFC press fit cover of about 1/8" thick-
ness is machined to seal the Cu crucible. After
cleaning in 20-25Z I-NO3 solution and washing
with dis t i l led water and acetone, the Cu c n c i -
ble and cover are taken into a He-filled glove-
bux. An appropriate amc-int of Li, which
Lncludes a 10-202 excess for allowance of Li
losses, is added co the crucible. We have found
it convenient to add the Li in the form of Li-
fiLled copper tubing (0.60" OD) obtained from
Foote Mineral Company. In this ^ase, an appro-
priate length of Li-filled copper cubing is cue
in the drj hox and slipped inco the pure copper
crucible. The crucible top is then pressed into
pi.ice in the dry box. The crucible ma/ now be
safely removed from the dry box. Ambient air
appears not to react with the enclosed Li metal.
The Li-containing copper crucible is placed
ins tde a BN crucible, used to contain the Cu-Li
melt. The BN crucible Ls icself placed in a
quartz tube whose ID is about 1-3/4". The
quartz tube is evacuated with a mechanical pump
rinJ backfilled with UHP argon. The entire
assembly is placed in a vertical position in a
res is tance-heated furnace at about 35OaC for
ahou: lb ho ir^. This preheat treatment has been
found substantially to reduce the amount of Li
lose during the subsequent higner Cemperature
treatments. The quartz tube is removed from the
turnact.* and the furnace temperature is then
raised to about 1100"C. The quartz tube assem-
bly is then lowered into the furnace and the
tunp"? racure monitored until che me Lting point of
Cu is again reached sz the heating coils . The
sample is maintained in che liquid staLe for
about 20 mins and subsequently cooled rapidly by
-enoving it fri-c the furnace Co the ambient a i r .
Ar ter removal from the crucible, the sample is
inserted and remelted. Disks -1/6" chick are
cue froi? the 1" diameter boule wiiih a low-speed
cut ting whee1. These are polished using various
gr-ides of diamond powder. Lithium analyses have
been perfarmed by ataiaic absorption measurements
flfter dissolving the samples in n i t r ic acid
>o lut tons. Optic.it microscopic observations
have Von rr.ide with a Bausrh & Lomb mi crozoom
îi erase spe.

RESULTS

Several rods of 1" diameter have been pre-
pared and analyzed. These results are given
in Table I. Three samples were sectioned and
analyzed with results displayed graphically in
Fig. I.

DISCUSSIUN

Before proceeding with a discussion of the
results obtained in the present work, it is
worthwhile to review current knowledge about che
Cu-Li phase diagram. Recent tbermodynamic cal-
cul2tions of this system by A. D. Pelton serve
as a focal point for this review.113] The
equilibrium phase diagram (Fig. 2), reproduced
from Lhe work of Pelton, is based on that of
Klemm and Volavsak.[Ill Thermodynamic calcula-
tions give a solubility of Cu in liquid Li at
the eutectic temperature of about 0.01 molZ.
The very flat shape of the liquidus suggests
that there may be a region of liquid-liquid
immisctbillty. A mecastable liquid-liquid
immiscibility gap has in fact been calculated
by Pelton with a consolute point very close co
Che liquidus.

An appreciable solubility of Li in solid Cu
has been observed by X-ray analysis [111 follow-
ing quenching in Fe crucibles. Neither
Pastorello [10] nor Klemni and Volavsek [11]
found any evidence of intermediate phases, nor
did we obtain evidence in our X-ray work for an
intermetnllic phase. On che other hand, Old and
Travena [12] identify C114LI as a distinct:
phase. The discrepancy may t.: due to the way in
which Old and Travena carried out their prepara-
tive procedure which appeared to involve what
effectively amounted to reacting massive solid
copper with an excess of liquid lithium. In
some of their preparations, lithium contents of
less than 20 at.X should have resulted if the
reaction had been carried out to equilibrium.
The results of Old and Travena can be under-
stood, ic seems to us, if one assumes Chat the
reaction of liquid lithium with solid copper
is rapid up to the composition -20 at.Z Li.
However, diffusion into che underlying Cu sub-
strate appears to be slow so thac attainment of
equilibrium solid solution compositions by cera-
perature annealing would take a very long time

Below abouc 500°C, the Li-saturated solid
Cu phase ls in equilibrium with virtually pure
Li so chat the Li activity is essentially
unity. However, the solubilicy of Li in solid
Cu continues to increase as the temperature is
decreased below 500°C.[ll] This behavior re-
quires a rather large excess encropy. As a
result, che thermodynamically calculated solvus
(dashed line on Fig. 2) also shows retrograde
solubilicy. The lattice constants of quenched
solutions were measured ac compositions up to
19 molt Li. [11] Results wer«" presented or.ly
in the form of a graph which is reproduced in
Fig. 3. The measured variation with composition



is nearly, hut not quite, Linear. Molar volume
measurements were in good agreement with molar
volumes calculated from Che lattice parameters,
thus indicating a substltutional solution. The
Increase In lattice parameter with Li content in
Fig. 3 is much less than thac calculated from an
addicivlcy of molar volumes. A partial molar
volume of U in Cu of 8.2 ± 0.1 ml/raol was
obtained compared with the molar volume of pure
Li of 13-0 tnl/mol. The Large observed solubil-
ity of up to 22 at.Z LI is perhaps surprising
in view of the large difference in the atonic
volumes of Li and Cu. The inertness of Li in
the subsnitutional solid solution with respect
to its reactivity with water is perhaps indica-
tive of the presence of Li in a partially
ionized torn which would lead to a reduced
atomic volume.

We return now to a consideration of che
analytical results shown graphically in Fig. I.
Lithium analyses were performed on I" diameter
boules approximately 12 cm long as a function
of length along the boule. Top and bottom refer
to th; location of che analytical sample with
respect to the positioning of the boule in the
3S crucible used in the melting and solidifica-
tion of the alloy.

Three boules (A,B,C) with nominal Li compo-
sitions of 6, 12, and 15 ac.X, respectively,
were prepared and analyzed. It can be seen that
in each case the lithium content decreases
sharply going from the top to the bottom of the
bctt-le. It is very likely that during the melt-
ing procedure some Li was lost due to thermal
evaporation accounting for the fact Chat che
verage composition of the boules is less than
tho nominal composition based on the amount of
Lt added initially. The inhomogeneity in boule
C is particularly striking wtch the top composi-
tion exceeding che nominal Li content by a few
percent being very close to the limiting solu-
bility ot Li in Cu.

To understand these results, one must
examine the density of che Cu-L' solid solu-
tions. The densities of the sole ions are
easily calculated using the Lattice constant
Information shown in Fig. 3. It turns out that
they vary essentially linearly with Li content.
Compared to the density of Cu, which is
8.92 g/cia3, the density of 20 a c * Li-Cu is 7.09
or 20.52 less than that of pure Cu. Consider
the likely situation occurring during the solid-
ification of boule C. Beginning with a melt
containing 15 at.2 Li, the temperature falls to
the liquidus and solid solution begins to cry-
stallize with a. starting composition close to 5
at.X. There is then an approximately 10* dif-
ference in density between liquid and solid with
the expectation that the solid will rapidly sink
to the bottom of the crucible. The solid solu-
tion composition follows the solidus line shown
in Fig. 2 while the supercooled liquid becomes
enriched in Li. Both solid and Liquid decrease

in density while preserving a large density
difference thus Riving rise to the observed
inhomogeneity In composition. The Li content
of the solid continues to rise to approach the
Limiting solubility of Li in Cu. Although the
density gradient mechanism just presented goes
a long way to rationalize the results shown in
Fig, I, certain characteristics of the samples
Indicate a more complex behavior.

In no case were we able to prepare samples
which appeared homogeneous under low resolution
microscopic examination* Using coaxial illumi-
nation, all samples observed contained numerous
small dark areas whose volume fraction appeared
to increase with increasing Li concentration.
The nature of this "dark" phase has not yet bean
elucidated, but it appears to be strongly en-
riched In Li and may In fact be due to liquid Li
trapped in the sample during the solidification
process.

The procedure employed in our work allows
one co prepare large amounts of Cu-Ll alloys in
a convenient way but ways must be found to over-
come the extensive segregation which occurs due
to large density gradients during solidification
so that compositiona.ly homogeneous material can
be obtained.
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Table I . Summary of Furnace Melted Cu-Li Samples

Date Sample Initial Melting Melting
Melted No. Li(at.%) Temp. Time(min.,

Analysis
At.% (Li) Comments

1-30-85 MM10-85 10

Graphite crucible result:

12-12-84 MM16-84 1

1100°C

1120°C

15

1-31-85

3-1-85

3-1-85

3-12-85

3-12-85

3-20-85

3-21-85

3-22-85

5-21-85

5-23-85

7-2-85

MM11-85

MM12-85

MM12R-85

MM13-85

MM13R-85

MM14-85

MM15-85

MM15R-85

MM18-85

MM19-85

MM20-85

18

5

5

10

10

10

5

5

5

10

15

1100°C

1110°C

1110QC

1110°C

1100°C

1100°C

1110°C

1110°C

1090°C

1060°C

1050°C

-20

30

20

30

20

22

33

20

-30/29

30/45

30/35

BC:6.2

M-.12.5

B:4.1

B:10.3

B:2.3

8:5.3

B:3.0

B:8.9

B:5.7

B:0.1

B0:6.2

M : 4 . 2

M0:0.7
MC:0.7

M C : 7 . 5 MO:7 .7

T.4.1

T.9.1

T:17.3

T:5.2

T:5.3

T:12.0

T:19.5

T:l.6-1.8

preheated
pre arc-melted

pre arc-melted

preheated

~130g
preheated

~130g

~136g
preheated

preheated

~130g

~245g

~250g

~244g

preheat for
only 30 min.

B = bottom piece
T = top piece
M = middle piece
R = remelted sample
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